
CRUZE CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES 

CYBER SECURITY

Organizations do everything they can to protect their critical data, but
they don’t always periodically test their defenses.Our Penetration
Testing helps you strengthen your security for those assets by
pinpointing vulnerabilities and misconfigurations in your software and
systems. 
In this age of digital transformations, data is more precious than
money. Preserve the data before someone steals it using the loop
holes in the system is our moto and what we vote for.

Why is Cyber Security Important?
Anything that relies on the Internet for communication, or is connected to a computer or other smart device, can be 

affected by a breach in security. This includes: communication systems, like email, phones and text messages 
transportation systems, including traffic control, car engines, airplane navigation systems government databases, 

including Social Security numbers, licenses, tax records financial systems, including bank accounts, loans and 
paychecks medical systems, including equipment and medical records educational systems, including grades, report 

cards and research information.

Security Aspect of Technology
Provide evidence to suggest, why it is 
important to increase investments in 
security aspect of technology.

Identify and Mitigate
Identify and mitigate complex security
vulnerabilities before an attacker exploits
them

Critical Data
Helps to Determine whether your critical
data is actually at risk.

Potential Business
Estimates the magnitude of the attack on
potential business.
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Our Cyber Security Services
Cruze Control Technologies has been implementing systems and users’ security controls/
technologies related to email security, data and disk encryption, data leakage prevention 
and end point security solutions with advanced anti-virus and persistent threat protection 
technologies. This allows us to protect and monitor companies’ sensitive data at rest, in 
motion and in use.

We offer a comprehensive set of Cyber Security services and solutions. 
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Project Initiation
During the project initiation stage, we work with your team to develop objectives and goals, and 
communicate our understanding of the scope of testing.

Understand the Application/Infrastructure
Throughout this stage tt is important that we understand all of the features and functions of the 
application. We do this by examining public websites, social media or, if required, a walkthrough of the 
application along with the application owner. We work with you to ensure we are fully aware of its aims, 
functions, etc.

Test Plan
In this stage we identify all the attacks we need to carry out.

Attack Execution

During the attack execution stage, we attempt to gain access to your environment using methods
employed by real-life hackers, The attack targets your IT infrastructure, websites to identify potential
vulnerabilities that could enable bad actors to gain internal access to your systems.

Reporting
We provide detailed report summarizing our actions and describe weaknesses that were found.

Our Approach

We are committed to providing your enterprise with best in class cyber security services 
helping you protect your critical assets. We are an organization that is purely focused on 
assisting your business to mitigate risks that does not comprise business activities.
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